The RER is a suburban commuter/rapid transit system serving Paris and its suburbs. It combines the operations and roles of a local city-center underground rail system and suburbs-to-city center commuter rail. Inside the city center, the RER functions just like the Metro, but it is faster and it has fewer stops. The lines are identified by letters to avoid confusion with the Metro lines, which are identified by numbers.
**Halle aux Farines**

“Halle aux Farines” translates as “Grain Hall.” The building used to serve as a storage site for the Parisian flourmills (“les Grands Moulins de Paris”). Both the flourmills and the storage site have been renovated to be used as the campus for Université Paris Diderot.

1. enter through 10 rue Françoise Dolto and turn right to go to elevator (do not use any other elevator than the one shown on this map)

2. go to 5th floor

3. Room 580F is on your left when you leave the elevator
You have one hour to go from Université Paris Diderot to the Fondation des États-Unis. We highly recommend that you use line 3a of the tramway. Walk from Université Paris Diderot to the tramway stop shown on the map above (Avenue de France) and get on a tram headed for Pont du Garigliano. Get off at Cité universitaire (seven stops, about 22 minutes). The Fondation des États-Unis will be right in front of you. **As time will be short, make sure you have purchased a ticket at a Metro station beforehand.**
University of Chicago Center in Paris
6 rue Thomas Mann
75013 Paris

Metro stop: Bibliothèque François Mitterrand (line 14) [use exit R. Goscinny]

RER stop: Bibliothèque François Mitterrand (line C) [use the Avenue de France exit to leave the RER network, then use exit R. Goscinny]

Tramway stop: Avenue de France (line 3a)

Bus stop: Bibliothèque – Rue Mann (line 89)

The University of Chicago Center in Paris is located across from Université Paris Diderot.
Saturday, October 13

Université Sorbonne Nouvelle-Paris 3
Institut du Monde Anglophone
5 rue de l’École de Médecine
75005 Paris

Metro stop: Cluny – La Sorbonne (line 10) [use exit ☰ bd Saint-Germain] or Odéon (line 4) [use exit ☰ r. de l’École de Médecine]

RER stop: Saint-Michel – Notre-Dame (line C) [use the Saint-Michel Notre-Dame exit to leave the RER network, then use exit ☰ place St-Michel]

Bus stop: Luxembourg (line 89)
Public transportation in Paris

The t+ ticket allows you to travel by bus, Metro, tram, and RER (within Paris). It is a single-use ticket. The following transfers are possible:

- Metro/Metro;
- Metro/RER within Paris;
- RER/RER within Paris.

Tickets can be purchased from the ticket counter found in every Metro/RER station. Vending machines are also available in Metro/RER and tram stations. Tickets can be purchased individually (un ticket, €1.90) or in ten-packs (un carnet de dix tickets, €14.90). If you want to get on a bus but find yourself without a ticket, you can purchase one from the driver (€2).
Taxis in Paris

You can either get a taxi at a rank (*station de taxis*) or hail one from the street. Licensed taxis always have an illuminated roof sign on the outside and a meter inside.

Bear in mind that finding a taxi at lunchtime, during rush hour or after 7pm can be difficult. The green light on top of the vehicle signals the taxi is free and the red light means it’s in use. Taxis are metered and charges are fairly reasonable: between €7 and €15 for a central daytime journey if you hail one on the street. Rates vary depending on when and where you travel. There’s a minimum charge of €6.90, a pick-up charge of €2.60, and a charge of €1 per item if more than one piece of (bulky) luggage is carried. Taxi drivers do not have to take more than three passengers (and they usually don’t like people sitting in the front); if a fourth passenger is accepted, an extra €3 will be added. A tip of ten percent, while optional, is generally expected.

Taxis into central Paris from Roissy-Charles de Gaulle Airport (CDG) cost between €50 (Right Bank) and €55 euros (Left Bank). Taxis into central Paris from Paris-Orly Airport (ORY) cost between €30 (Left Bank) and €35 euros (Right Bank).

Uber in Paris

Uber is operating two services in Paris: UberPool and UberX.

UberPool is where you share your ride with other guests. For example, if you want to go somewhere by yourself or with one other person, you can call an UberPool, and the driver may arrive with one passenger already in the car, or the driver can pick someone else while taking you to your destination. UberPool is the cheapest option. If you are short on time, you are better off paying for a full UberX because you avoid the detour of picking up other passengers.

UberX is where you have the car to yourself. If you’re traveling with three or four people, then you would order an UberX.